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BOEING CANADA WINNIPEG
RECOGNIZED FOR
COMPRESSED AIR PROJECT
By Ron Marshall for the
Compressed Air Challenge®

Boeing Canada Winnipeg (BCW) has
been recognized with the best improvement
project of 2013 within the Boeing enterprise
worldwide. A cross-functional project team
including BCW staff, Manitoba Hydro technical
support, and design engineers from Alliance
Engineering Services, Inc. used innovative
high-pressure storage to reduce the required
size of their air compressors and save
substantial utility energy and demand charges.
BCW is one of the largest aerospace composite
manufacturers in Canada. The plant produces
nearly 1,000 end-item composite parts and
assemblies for Boeing Commercial Airplanes,

specifically for the 737, 747, 767, 777 and 787
airplane models.

The Compressed Air Audit
Before the Winnipeg site’s recent expansion,
a Manitoba Hydro compressed air audit
found the site’s compressed air system to be
inefficient. The system produced compressed
air using centrifugal compressors which are
excellent base load machines, however, when
applied to the flow of the BCW site, proved
to be incompatible to the load profile.
When composite parts are manufactured,
they must be baked in large pressure vessels

called autoclaves. The autoclaves, which are
large enough to contain a city bus, must be
pressurized with compressed air for this
operation. This fill is governed by a recipe
which requires the vessel to fill to a required
pressure within a certain time. The old
system was originally designed to provide
4,500 cfm for autoclave fill operations, but
due to reliability issues with the centrifugal
compressors, only two of three machines were
normally available; reducing the available
capacity to 3,000 cfm. Two larger autoclaves
purchased in the last five years then raised the
required optimal fill rate to 5,500 cfm.

“The system produced compressed air using centrifugal compressors
which are excellent base load machines, however, when applied to the
flow of the BCW site, proved to be incompatible to the load profile.

”

— Ron Marshall, Compressed Air Challenge®
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Fundamentals
of Compressed
Air Systems WE
(web-edition)
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Learn More About System Optimization
Join Compressed Air Challenge for the next session of
Fundamentals of Compressed Air Systems WE
(web-edition) coming soon. Led by our experienced
instructors, this web-based version of the popular
Fundamentals of Compressed Air Systems training uses
an interactive format that enables the instructor to diagram
examples, give pop quizzes and answer student questions
in real time. Participation is limited to 25 students. Please
visit www.compressedairchallenge.org, to access online
registration and for more information about the training.
If you have additional questions about the new web-based
training or other CAC training opportunities, please contact
the CAC at info@compressedairchallenge.org

The fills cause BCW’s compressed air flow
profile to have high peaks, but low valleys
during normal production. The peaks occurred
less than 10 percent of the time when two
large centrifugals would run fully loaded.

The rest of the time the centrifugals would
reduce their load and go into blow-off mode,
an inefficient way to run compressors. While
feeding an average load of about 700 cfm, two
large 350 hp compressors ran at 85 percent

of their full load power. System specific power,
a measure of how much power is consumed
while producing a given amount of compressed
air, was measured to be about 65 kW per 100
cfm. The new production level would require

Figure 1: System arrangement uses a high pressure storage
airbestpractices.com
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the third centrifugal to be used and a fourth
unit to be purchased.
BCW staff tried to turn off one of the units
between fill cycles, but still received poor
results. The style of centrifugals used at BCW
were hard to start. While trying to implement
shutdown strategies, the compressors
suffered a series of major motor failures. For
maximum reliability the units had to remain
in modulating mode using blow-off, the least
efficient way to run these units.

The New System
The opportunity to completely redesign the way
the compressed air was being produced came
Chart 1: Plant pressure is very stable even with large flows due to autoclave fills

Heat from the new air compressors is recovered in the compressor area.
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with the pending site expansion. BCW staff
started working on the problem and came up
with an innovative solutions patterned after a
previous project done on their nitrogen system
(link to N2 story http://www.airbestpractices.
com/system-assessments/air-treatment/n2/
nitrogen-system-innovation-boeing). The air
compressors and dryers would be relocated
to a different area of the plant and a different
style of compressors would be used.
The new system uses four rotary screw
compressors and two booster compressors
to provide enough plant air to cover normal
production activities and the new higher
autoclave fills. Instead of providing the high fill
rate with running compressors, the necessary
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air is stored at pressures of up to 280 psi in
two large 25,000 USG receivers located outside
the compressor room. This air is added to
storage slowly using a 50 hp high pressure
booster compressor and an associated 100
hp 125 psi rated base units. When it’s time
to fill an autoclave, up to 5,500 cfm of air,
the equivalent of 1,375 hp of air compressor
capacity, flows from storage. The booster
compressor operation is controlled with a
Manitoba Hydro designed demand management
system that watches the main facility power
peak and turns off the boosters if they would
add to peak demand charges on the power bill.
This system reduces the cost of the stored air
by about 25 percent.

|

The main compressed air system is designed
with 100 percent redundancy; that is so half of
the compressors can be removed from service
with no effect on production capacity. Two
225 hp VSD style screw compressors were
installed with two 100 hp base compressors
providing inlet air to two 50 hp high pressure
boosters. Two cycling air dryers with dual
parallel mist eliminator style filters efficiently
condition the main plant air. Stored air is
dried to -40 ˚C dew point with an air dryer
for outdoor storage, even in the winter.
Compressor room piping is sized for the
complete capacity of all compressor, resulting
in minimal piping pressure losses across the
complete system.

All compressors are controlled, within a narrow pressure band, by a sophisticated sequencing control system and the accurate regulation of the VSD compressors.
airbestpractices.com
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How Boosting The Pressure Can Save Costs
Boosting compressed air up to a higher pressure for storage
costs extra energy, but in some cases, doing this helps save other
costs. BCW needs a flow of 5,500 cfm of air for 9 minutes in
order to quickly fill large autoclaves. They could have purchased
enough compressor capacity to provide this fill plus the peak plant
production demand — all at the same time. However this also has
a power cost penalty because it causes high electrical peaks which
result in very low system efficiencies.
Storing the air at low pressure could be possible, but an extremely
large storage receiver of 270,000 gallons size would be required.
Storing the air at higher pressure of around 280 psi requires
additional energy, but greatly reduces the size of the required storage
receiver and the capacity of the required compressors. Having 180

The new system uses four rotary screw compressors and two booster compressors.
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psi of storage differential above the 90 psi fill requirement reduces
the size of the storage by a factor of nine, requiring only about
30,000 gallons of storage.
Despite higher energy requirements, the boosters now run less
than 15% of the time. This is much more economical than running
partially loaded centrifugal compressors all the time to handle the
extreme peaks.
BCW is charged for both energy (kWh) and peak demands (kVa)
on their energy bill. The demand portion of the bill accounts for
about 30 percent of the cost of electricity. The high pressure storage
fill is controlled by a demand controller at BCW so that it runs only
off peak, eliminating the associated demand charges with about 5%
more energy costs.

SUSTAINABLE MANUFACTURING FEATURES

All compressors are controlled, within a
narrow pressure band, by a sophisticated
sequencing control system and the accurate
regulation of the VSD compressors. The system
is designed so that usually only one of the four
main compressors are running, with the other
active for fill duty. If an autoclave fill exceeds
the capacity of the two active compressors, a
special fill valve adds stored air into the system
to maintain stable plant pressures. Additional
control valves at each autoclave automatically
limit the flow of air into the vessels if the
operation causes plant pressure to drop to
unacceptable levels.
BCW staff also worked on their leakage and
inappropriate end use levels while the new
compressed air equipment was being installed.
As a result of their efforts the average air flow
decreased from the 750 cfm level down to about
425 cfm, saving even more. “The centrifugal
compressors provided an adequate flow of
very clean source of compressed air but were
very expensive to operate both from an energy
and maintenance perspective,” says Gerry
Glor, engineering specialist at BCW. “The oil
flooded screw compressors in combination with
booster compressors and 50,000 US gallons
of high storage allows much greater flexibility
in operating the autoclaves, and the system is
much less maintenance and energy intensive.”
Base case compressed air energy consumption
for this facility was estimated at 4,800,000 kWh
with peak demand of 970 kVa costing about
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Best Practices for
Compressed Air
Systems Second
Edition
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This 325 page manual begins with the considerations for analyzing
existing systems or designing new ones, and continues through
the compressor supply to the auxiliary equipment and distribution
system to the end uses. Learn more about air quality, air dryers and
the maintenance aspects of compressed air systems. Learn how to
use measurements to audit your own system, calculate the cost of
compressed air and even how to interpret utility electric bills. Best
practice recommendations for selection, installation, maintenance
and operation of all the equipment and components within the
compressed air system are in bold font and are easily selected from
each section.

$330,000 per year in operating costs. The
new system consumes around 669,000 kWh
with a peak of 285 kVa costing $64,650 per
year to operate for an 80 percent reduction
in operating costs.

Summary of Improvements
p Installed new compressors

and dryers in new location
p Added 50,000 gallons of high

pressure storage with fill
control
p Implemented demand control

for compressors
p Included VSD control in new

compressors

p Upgraded dew point control

of desiccant dryer
p Created low differential

filtration
p Installed oversized

compressor room piping
p Improved recovery of heat of

compression for compressor
room heat
p Created low loss condensate

drains
p Selected new compressors

for low specific power
p Implemented leakage and

wastage program

p Improved sequencing control

of compressors
p Added cycling-style dryers

To read more Air Compressor Technology
articles, visit www.airbestpractices.com/
technology

“The oil flooded screw compressors in combination with booster
compressors and 50,000 US gallons of high storage allows
much greater flexibility in operating the autoclaves.

”

— Gerry Glor, Engineering Specialist, Boeing Canada Winnipeg
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